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Vein Special/ThermaVein®

are you ready for the
thermavein® challenge?
We find out how ThermaVein®
is putting its efficacy to the
ultimate test by challenging
practitioners and competitors to
a head to head challenge
– and all in the name of charity
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manner of failed treatments resulting in
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improve the technology, which has been

they did not try to pitch their system

over the last 15 years in the international
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years, for the aesthetic market. The unit

to what else is out there. However,
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with so much technology on the
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around half a day. It is also safe, instant

hen any new technology
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ThermaVein® is medically-acclaimed

Dr Newman says, “I have successfully
facial veins. In this time I have seen all
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Before and after treatment
on the nose. These pictures
were taken just a few minutes
apart (pictures courtesy of
Dr Peter Forrester, cosmetic
doctor, Esher, Surrey)

be weighted one way or another,
depending on who they are sponsored
by, and in many areas of aesthetic
medicine clinical data is often lacking
anyway. So how do you make a
decision on what treatments,
products and devices to invest
your hard earned cash in?
One company that is ‘putting its

Developed and pioneered by consultant

Distributed in the UK and Ireland by

vascular surgeon Dr Brian Newman MD,

Tekno Aesthetics and brought to market

FRCS, the technology ThermaVein® is
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Challenge where it is challenging

Results are also instant -

and has worldwide rights to distribute

both competitors and practitioners

a move away from traditional methods
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their mark using the system first.
The technology has featured on TV
shows such as Embarrassing Bodies

does sell itself to patients and users

have priced very competitively to ensure

once they have seen it in action.
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different to anything else available and
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1968 and the first consideration then

the customers, without them we don’t

difference with other technologies is that
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demos feature at least one live treatment,

Mark Hawthorn, managing director

more than the cost of the unit itself.

there is a real “wow” factor as you watch

of ThermaVein® adds, “The returns the

In addition all training and support

the veins disappear. The machine really

unit generates are second to none and we

is included in the unit price.”
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ThermaVein® Charity Challenge
Win £5,000 for the Charity of your choice
ThermaVein® is so confident in the ability of its technology in removing facial veins that the company
has created a Charity Challenge to find out which is the best technology. The rules are simple:
• Both parties will treat a set number of patients each
• Independent judge to be agreed in advance
• Results judged on clearance achieved, time taken and patient experience
• £5,000 to be deposited in solicitors account before starting
• The loser’s £5,000 goes to the Charity of the winner’s choice
The challenge is open to suppliers and users alike.
To enter or simply nominate your provider email info@thermavein.com
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